The Stag on The River, Eashing, Surrey

Underlay installed: InstaLay 30hg

Floor finishes: Wood flooring
Carpet

Flooring contractor: InstaCoustic

This popular public house and restaurant required new wood flooring and carpeting in its dining areas, a staircase and an upstairs office.

The owners chose the InstaLay 30hg peel-and-stick system due to its durability in the high foot traffic areas and because it could be used under both the wood and carpet flooring. In addition, its rapid installation times meant the business would only need to close for a minimum period while the work was completed.

Once the uneven sub floors had been levelled, installation of the wood floors was quick, clean and easy. The recycled rubber crumb underlay was loose laid, allowing the underlay to follow any expansion or contraction of the wood floor. The 18mm solid oak tongue and groove floor was then positioned and the underlay release film peeled back in stages, allowing the floor to be secured by the high grab adhesive. No glue or nails were required with the underlay holding the 55m² of wood floor together.

The 45m² of carpeting was similarly installed but was a double-stick installation with the InstaLay 30hg being bonded directly to the sub floor. The underlay’s adhesive secured the carpet in place, ensuring tight joins and eliminating the need for grippers on the stairs and at the room edges to give a smooth level finish.

The completed installation was quick and simple, with InstaLay 30hg being used throughout and its rubber crumb providing both excellent underfoot comfort and acoustic benefits. An innovative, durable and environmentally friendly design, InstaLay is also backed by a 10 year guarantee.
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